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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
November 17, 2022      
 
HARRIS ENGLISH  ( -4) 
 
 
Q.  Harris, how would you characterize the round today? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  Yeah, it was -- I putted awesome. I knew it was going to be a grind 
today. Anytime you get that kind of wind, these kind of temperatures, it's going to be tough. 
 
Started making a lot of putts there in the middle of the round and then kind of went sideways 
a little bit with some drives, but gathered it back, made a nice birdie on 8 and had a good 
chance on 9. All in all, 4 under after the round, I feel pretty good about it and see if I can go 
get Seaside tomorrow. 
 
Q.  You're obviously a local here. When the weather's like this, do you usually go out 
and play golf? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  I would not be playing Plantation today in this weather. It's weird how it 
happens, every year at the RSM it gets cold and windy. It's good, it makes it play tough, 
which I like. They have some tough pins out there, so the conditions were tough. 
 
Q.  In those conditions, what's the toughest part for you personally? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  Just figuring out how far the ball goes. Usually if you have a downwind 
or into the wind shot, you pretty much know how much the wind's going to affect it, but with 
these temperatures, you don't really know how much more it's going to hurt it or how much 
it's going to help it. It's tough to judge that a little bit. And obviously when your hands are 
cold, it's a little tougher, you're not going to swing as hard, you're not going to hit it as far. 
We don't play in these cold temperatures for a lot of the year, so it's tough to get used to. 
 
Q.  How do you rate your fall and are you 100 percent now? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  Yeah, I rate it pretty well. I've gotten in the mix a little bit, I had a good 
top-10 in Napa. I'm definitely 100 percent. Been working hard since February getting back 
and it's feeling good. I mean, even on cold mornings like this I can feel a little bit, but nothing 
like I was before I got surgery. 
 
Q.  What can you do physically now that maybe you couldn't before the surgery? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  Yeah, I've definitely got more mobility in my right hip, which I probably 
haven't had since I was about 14 years old. It's nice to have that. I can do everything that I 
did before surgery and a little more, I feel like I'm a little stronger in my legs. 
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Q.  Do you have any special gear that you wear when it gets like this? I saw a couple 
of guys yesterday and they had giant mittens and whatnot.  
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  I'm probably going to bring those out tomorrow. It's hard because you 
can't wear a lot of clothes because you can't turn very well and you've got to be able to 
make it feel as normal as possible. For me, when my hands get cold, everything else is out 
the window. If you keep your hands warm, I think you'd be pretty good. 
 
Q.  So we'll see you with mittens tomorrow? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  I'll bring mittens tomorrow for sure. I think it's going to be a touch 
colder. 
 
Q.  Any special kind of sweater? Cashmere do better than -- 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  Yeah, this one is cashmere, which is nice. Might need to get a little 
scarf or something tomorrow to protect that, maybe a facemask. 
 
Q.  Do you feel good about this round or do you feel like you let a really good one get 
away? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  A little bit of both. It's tough, when you turn back into the wind, those 
first four or five holes on the front side is tough. I wouldn't think many birdies are going to be 
made on that par 5, No. 4 I think.  
 
Yeah, I mean, can take a lot out of it. Putted really well. Going to go work on my driver a little 
bit to get that fixed. If you told me I would have shot 4 under starting the round, I would have 
definitely taken it. 
 
Q.  Did you see an 8 or 9 under out there today? 
 
HARRIS ENGLISH:  You just kind of get rolling. I knew there's some tough holes coming up. 
I never really got ahead of myself, I just made a couple bad swings. Really, the swing on 5 
wasn't terrible, just the wind got it a little bit and not a whole lot of room for error. But it is 
what it is, brought it back and made a good birdie on 8 and had a good chance on 9 to take 
it to 5 under. 
 
  


